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Private Server Solution Released
Nixperience has announced the release of NixVPS, a virtual private server
solution, last week. The solution helps SME/ SMBs and a web host provider
harness the functionality of a dedicated server at a low cost and provides a
robust and sturdy virtualization environment.
Talking to CXOlinux, Roy Ong of Nixperience said that developing the server
solution was a fairly good experience.
"Moving away from the pre-compiled XEN binaries was decision that was made
right from the onset and with the experience and inside knowledge gained, we
were able to develop a set of automated scripts to help us in the deployment,
maintenance, updating and patching of all guest and host kernels. This
minimizes the tedious administrative tasks that seem to hog most VPS
solutions," said Ong
Added Ong, "Our solutions are available to potential clients all around the world.
Our servers are located Singtel ComCentre III - a premier data-center with
extensive links and bandwidth around the world. This extensive bandwidth and
connection links provide Nixperience with the viable platform in which to base our
solutions."
Customers gain access to their NixVPS solutions via a remote connection over
an encrypted tunnel and are able to deploy a variety of solutions to their
customers, colleagues and remote offices around the world.
"At present, we do not employ individual pricing strategies for each continent.
With rapidly changing technology advanced business environment, we believe in
price transparency. Our prices are kept competitive because of this transparency
and have only deployed a 2- tier, reseller and end-user pricing mechanism, valid
for all parts of the world," pointed Ong.
"Since the beginning of the year, Nixperience has been releasing solutions based
on a specific niche business need and we intend to follow through with a similar
strategy. In the coming months, we will be consolidating and refining our existing
solutions, while at the same time, customers may look forward to the next
solution release in the area of encrypted data storage, "concluded Ong.
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